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THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing: Ivor Woodfield                      Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Derry Belcher 

                              Duty Pilot: Thomas ORourke 

Sunday    Instructing: Peter Thorpe 

  Towing: Rex Carswell 

                              Duty Pilot: Gary Patten 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY  Instructor Ray Burns starts off 

The day started off very overcast with a very low cloud base.  Matt and Laura arrived with Laura’s holidaying 

parents from the mother country.  The sky cleared sufficiently by midday to allow us to give Laura’s father 

the experience of glider flying followed up some consolidation for both Matt and Laura.  Conditions were a 

little breezy to say the least and there was plenty of sink around to negate the joys of the meagre lift.  None 

of the single seater boys were keen to give it a crack so that was it for the day. 

 Matt and I had an uncommanded release of the 

rope at about 1800 feet which was a bit of a 

surprise.  Investigation on the ground did not really 

determine any specific cause.  The consensus was 

that we should not just check that the rings are 

firmly in place but also ensure that they are moving 

in the hook and in particular that the hook is not 

“biting down” on the ring. 

Graham Lake adds a couple of details  

Saturday saw an average sky with Warm Air turning 
up muttering stuff about door hinges and useless 

Colibri's.  This appeared to have something to do 

with a need to replace the back door hinges on IV's 

trailer and the Colibri in the Libelle had decided picking up satellites was an option extra.  First to replace the 

door hinges then to get the Colibri out of the Libelle.  Matt Ledger, wife Laura and Laura's parents came out.  

Matt took a training flight with Ray Burns in the 

twin followed by Laura ticking off one of her trial 

flights.  Laura's Dad rounded off the trifecta. 

 
SUNDAY  Instructor Rex Carswell starts us off 
 

The original 9am scheduled start to accommodate 

the 'Young Eagles' program, was cancelled because 

there were non to fly.  So, with a 'normal' start 

promulgated, I collected the briefing and radio 

from Base Ops and proceeded to the hangar. 

 Lionel Page had collected the gate key earlier so 

he could get on with final preparation to get his 

Mosquito GON, ready to fly. 

 



The sky was quite flat for the first launch, but was forcasted to improve quickly from early afternoon.  Jack 

Foot, working toward his 'B' cert took a dual flight, with me in the back seat, launching at 11:30am.  The main 

training exercise was to explore side-slipping characteristics, and fly a side-slipped final approach to land. 

 Because side-slipping is very 'wasteful' with our precious altitude - and with little lift to use - we were back 

down from 2000 feet, with only 15 minutes on the clock. 

 

Graham Lake brought two guests out to fly, and so 

with an improving sky, he and his first passenger 

achieved a 'grinning' result with 38 minutes. 

 

All the 'singles' came out to play too.  Kishan 

Bhashyam showed the way with an excellent 65 

minutes in GVF,  while Lionel Page had his long 

awaited 'first flight in a long while' in GON, with a 

flight time of 39 minutes.  His  radio is now working 

beaut, but was bothered by a vario not doing what it 

should. Tony Prentice launched in GMP for a 21 

minute sortie, while Kristina Keil was given approval 

for her first flight in the syndicate Libelle, GIV. 

 She was smiling also, following her pleasing 50 

minute jaunt. 

 

The sky was starting to 'blue out', by now.  So it was 

a shorter flight for Graham with his second guest - 

24 minutes, but still a "goodie" I heard. 

Rudolf Struyck had sat for ages in VF waiting for a 

C-130 Hercules to depart, while the sky continued to 

degenerate.  For him, only 11 minutes.  Better luck 

next time, eh.   Lionel got his vario problem sorted, 

and took another two launches - just circuits so he 

could get 'back in the groove'. 

 

So that was that - a moderately busy day, but quite different, with just one dual instruction flight. 

The PW5 was de-rigged and put in its box to 

go to Matamata with Nathan Graves, and his 

Dad - and the fridge door hinges were 

checked for functionality. 

 
 Graham Lake adds a detail or two 
 

Sunday saw "Warm Air" out early. The Colibri 

had stopped recoding or finding satellites and 

had been reved for a spot of troubleshooting.   

Having found the problem and replaced the 

BNC antenna plug it was time to reinstall the 

unit.  All good and many satellites located.  

Time for a DI, just in case his friends did not 

turn up.  Well almost, as he conned Christina 

into doing the DI.  All set up on 26 in time 

for Jack Foote to take the first flight.  

Graham's friends Colin and Tanya, had arrived and Tanya was soon settled in after a briefing.  We did manage 

to eke out some lift in a scratchy sky for a 38 minute flight before swapping passengers and giving Colin the 

same brief.  Now Colin is a tall lad but not skinny.  The towie complained the tow seemed sluggish and did we 

have the airbrakes out.  Feelings were hurt.  Much less lift around and we only lasted 26 minutes.  In the 



meantime the grid had filled and emptied with Rudolph Struyck in VF, Tony Prentice in MP, Kishan Bhashyam in 

VF and Christina Keil in IV last off in Christina Keil's capable hands landing to finish off.   She managed the 

longest flight of the day, a long silence in response to the towers request for a position report (waiting until 

she got to downwind) and a very nice landing.   

 

 

AIRSPACE CHANGES  And one day we hope to get a day where we can ask for and get the new airspace....and 
be able to use it.   

The new airspace changes are effective this weekend.    Most important is that G158 and 159 are no-longer 

ours.  They are replaced with new numbers.  Where we would normally ask for 158 and 159 we should now be 

requesting 155 (Woodhill) , 154 (Whenuapai) and also 156 (Hobsonville).   These are all 2500 to 3500 ft.   The 

really good bit is G153 (Waitoki), 3500 to 4500ft that pretty much encompasses the boundaries of G151, 154, 



155 and 156.  In simple terms, once we get all the airspace open we will have Whenuapai North to the 30nm 

arc up to 4500ft coast to coast with the exception of the bits around Parakai and the Kaipara Harbour.  

beyond the 30nm arc we can go to 6500ft. 

A copy of the new chart is at the end of this newsletter. 

CHRISTMAS 

After much discussion we have decided to stay at home this Christmas, to fly from home and to take 

advantage of our new airspace.  We will fly most days of the holiday break and will aim to have an Instructor 

and Towie rostered on for each day...just to provide some certainty.   

TAILPIECE -  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Duty Roster for Nov, Dec, Jan 2014/2015 - Final 

Month Date Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot Notes 

Nov 
1 K BHASHYAM R BURNS D BELCHER   

2 K BRIDGES R CARSWELL G LAKE   

  
8 S FOREMAN L PAGE C ROOK   

9 R FORSTER P THORPE D BELCHER   

  
15 D FOXCROFT S WALLACE R CARSWELL   

16 G HEALEY I WOODFIELD P THORPE   

  
22 B HOCKING R BURNS G LAKE   

23 I O'KEEFE R CARSWELL C ROOK   

  
29 T O'ROURKE I WOODFIELD D BELCHER   

30 G PATTEN P THORPE R CARSWELL   

Dec 
6 K PILLAI L PAGE P THORPE   

7 J POTE R CARSWELL G LAKE   

  
13 T PRENTICE S WALLACE C ROOK   

14 R STRUYCK R BURNS D BELCHER   

  
20 M WARD P THORPE R CARSWELL   

21 R WHITBY I WOODFIELD G LAKE   

  
27 J FOOT R CARSWELL P THORPE   

28 N GRAVES S WALLACE D BELCHER   

Jan 
3 E MCPHERSON L PAGE R CARSWELL   

4 K BHASHYAM R BURNS G LAKE   

  
10 K BRIDGES P THORPE C ROOK   

11 S FOREMAN I WOODFIELD D BELCHER   

  
17 R FORSTER R CARSWELL P THORPE   

18 D FOXCROFT S WALLACE G LAKE   

Anniversary 

Weekend 

24 G HEALEY L PAGE R CARSWELL   

25 B HOCKING P THORPE C ROOK   

26 I O'KEEFE I WOODFIELD D BELCHER   

Jan/Feb 
31 T O'ROURKE R BURNS P THORPE   

1 G PATTEN R CARSWELL G LAKE   

 


